Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a key player in proliferation and metastasis of various cancers. Discovery of novel EGFR inhibitors is still an urgent clinical oncology unmet need. Pachycladins are eunicellin-based diterpenoids isolated from the soft coral Cladiella pachycladous species. This study evaluated the anticancer activity of pachycladins A-E against diverse breast and cervical cancer cells. Pachycladin A (1) potently inhibited the proliferation of multiple cancer cell lines, without being cytotoxic to non-cancerous cells. The antiproliferative activity of 1 is mediated through cytostatic mechanisms rather than inducing apoptosis, as evidenced by lack of TUNEL response. Additionally, 1 arrested cell cycle in either G1 or G2/M phase, according to the cancer type, which induced caspase-dependent and independent apoptosis only after prolonged treatment. Meanwhile, 1 potently decreased microvessel formation and endothelial cell migration, suggesting its potential antiangiogenic activity. Different kinase profiling platforms revealed the exquisite potency and selectivity of 1 towards EGFR, even compared to other members of the EGFR family. In cancer cells, the antiproliferative activity of 1 was associated with suppression of EGFR activation and its downstream effectors. Interestingly, 1 significantly inhibited the drug-resistant T790M EGFR mutant, which is believed to be an attractive feature of EGFR inhibitors. Docking studies characterized the structural determinants required for efficient wild and mutant EGFR inhibition. Overlay studies of 1 with known EGFR inhibitors provided future guidance to chemically improve its binding affinity. Together, the anticancer activity of 1 is mediated by direct effects on tumor growth and angiogenesis, selectively via deactivating EGFR signaling, providing an excellent scaffold to control EGF-dependent cancers.
Introduction
Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a member of the erythroblastosis oncogene B (ErbB) family of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) together with three human epidermal growth factor receptors; HER2, HER3, and HER4 [1] . Upon ligand binding, EGFR undergoes homo-or heterodimerization with other ErbB family members leading to the phosphorylation of specific tyrosine residues within its cytoplasmic tail, which subsequently activates a variety of intracellular downstream signaling pathways that promote cell proliferation, differentiation, angiogenesis, and motility [2, 3] . EGFR is frequently overexpressed and correlated with poor prognosis in many types of human malignancies, including glioblastomas, breast, ovarian, and non-small-cell lung cancers (NSCLC) [3] . EGFR deregulation can be also caused by activating mutations, gene amplification, or oncogenic viruses [1] . These findings rendered EGFR an attractive molecular target for selective http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bcp.2016.12.003 0006-2952/Ó 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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cancer therapy. To date, two small-molecule reversible tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) of EGFR have been FDA-approved for NSCLC treatment; gefitinib (Iressa Ò ) and erlotinib ( Tarceva   Ò   ) . Although the response rates for gefitinib and erlotinib were significant, they were minor when compared with the overall clinical need and limited only to NSCLC patients [4] . Acquired resistance to gefitinib and erlotinib invariably develops after prolonged clinical use as expected with all targeted anticancer therapies [5] . Therefore, there is a continued need to discover an expanded repertoire of novel EGFR TKI entities.
Recently, there has been a renewed interest in natural products research due to the failure of alternative drug discovery methods to discover novel entities for key therapeutic areas such as immunosuppression and cancer [6] . Nearly 63% of current anticancer drugs are natural products or can be traced back to a natural product origin [7] . In particular, the marine environment has been a productive source of potential anticancer entities. Ecteinascidin-743 was the first marine-derived anticancer drug to be approved in 2007, followed by eribulin mesylate, a synthetic analog of halichondrin B, in 2010, and SGN-30, an antibody drug conjugate incorporating monomethyl auristatin E conjugated to the humanized anti-CD30 monoclonal antibody, which received FDA approval in 2011 for the treatment of Hodgkin's lymphoma [8] .
Soft corals of the class Alcyonaria are among the important marine invertebrate classes that produce a wealth of chemically diverse, unique and bioactive diterpenes, including cembranes [9] , norcembranes [10] , xeniaenes [11] , briaranes [12] , and eunicellins [13] . The eunicellin-based diterpenoids displayed a wide range of bioactivities including anti-inflammatory and antitumor activities [14, 15] . Examples of these are the potent microtubule disruptors, sarcodictyins and eleutherobin, which were found to be among the most cytotoxic natural products [16] . The genus Cladiella has been recognized as a rich source of cytotoxic eunicellin diterpenoids [14, 17] . A previous study reported the isolation of five eunicellin diterpenes, pachycladins A-E (1-5), from the Red Sea soft coral Cladiella pachyclados [18] . Pachycladins A (1) and D (4) exhibited significant antimigratory and anti-invasive activities against the human metastatic prostate cancer PC-3 cells [18] . Interestingly, none of these marine-derived natural products showed any effect on the proliferation of PC-3 cells up to 50 lM, suggesting the lack of cytotoxicity towards these cells. Semisynthetic pachycladin analogs showed promising antimigratory and anti-invasive activities against prostate cancer cells but most of them failed to demonstrate better activity than 1 [19] .
Despite many reports on eunicellin-based diterpenoids as antitumor agents, pachycladins have not been extensively studied and little is known about their anticancer mechanism. Therefore, the ultimate objective of this study was to evaluate the anticancer activity of pachycladins against human breast and cervical cancer cells, and characterize the possible molecular mechanisms associated with this activity, with focus on 1 as a representative of this class.
Materials and methods

Materials
Pachycladins A-E (1-5) were isolated from the Red Sea soft coral Cladiella pachyclados and identified by spectral analyses [18] . A purity of >95% was established using 1 H NMR and TLC analyses. (À)-Oleocanthal was isolated from extra-virgin olive oil (Daily Chef, Italy). Unless otherwise indicated, cell culture reagents were obtained from Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA). Dulbecco's modified eagle medium (DMEM) and PBS were obtained from Thermo Scientific (Waltham, MA) while endothelial cell growth media EGM-2 MV and EGM-2 were purchased from Lonza (Basel, Switzerland). All antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology (Beverly, MA) and used at a dilution of 1:1000, unless otherwise stated. Antibodies for breast tumor kinase (Brk) and pBrk were acquired from Abnova (Walnut, CA). Goat anti-rabbit and anti-mouse secondary antibodies were purchased from PerkinElmer Biosciences (Boston, MA). Growth factors were purchased from PeproTech Inc., (Rocky Hill, NJ).
Cell lines and culture conditions
Human cancer cell lines and non-tumorigenic mammary epithelial MCF10A cells were purchased from the ATCC (Rockville, MD). Breast cancer cell lines (passage 13) were maintained in RPMI-1640 media supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U/mL penicillin G, 0.1 mg/mL streptomycin and 2 mmol/L glutamine (VWR, Suwanee, GA). Human cervical cancer HeLa cells (passage 12) were cultured in DMEM high glucose media supplemented with 10% FBS, 1 mM L-glutamine and 1Â penicillin-streptomycin solution. MCF10A cells (passage 6) were cultured in DMEM/F12 supplemented with 5% horse serum, 0.5 lg/mL hydrocortisone, 20 ng/mL EGF, 100 U/mL penicillin G, 100 ng/mL cholera toxin, 100 lg/mL streptomycin, and 10 lg/mL insulin (VWR, Suwanee, GA). Human endothelial colony forming cells (ECFCs, Lilly, IN) and adipose-derived stem cells (ADSCs, Lilly, IN) (passage 7) were cultured in EGM-2MV media containing 10% FBS. All cells were maintained at 37°C in a humidified incubator under 5% CO 2 . Pachycladins were first dissolved in a volume of sterilized DMSO (VWR, Suwanee, GA) to provide final 10 mM stock solutions for all assays. Working solutions at their final concentrations for each assay were prepared in appropriate culture medium immediately prior to use. The vehicle control was prepared by adding the maximum volume of DMSO, used in preparing pachycladins, to the appropriate media type such that the final DMSO concentration was maintained the same in all treatment groups and never exceeded 0.1%. (À)-Oleocanthal and nocodazole (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) were used as positive controls at doses selected based on earlier studies [20, 21] .
Measurement of viable cell number
Viable cell count was determined using the MTT (VWR, Suwanee, GA) colorimetric assay. The optical density was measured at k 570 nm on a microplate reader (BioTek, VT). The number of cells/well was calculated against a standard curve prepared at the start of each experiment by plating various numbers of cells (1000-60,000 cells/well), as determined using a hemocytometer [20] . Plates were read on an Acumen Ò laser cytometer at k 488 nm/530 nm for cyclin B + pHH3, and k 488 nm/>650 nM for PI. Histograms of cell number verses total PI fluorescence, peak PI fluorescence, and total Alexa 488 fluorescence provide information on cellular DNA content, DNA condensation, and levels of cyclin B + pHH3, respectively. Discrimination gates were set on the basis of population shifts between maximally and minimally mitotic control samples treated with 200 nM nocodazole or 0.5% (v/v) DMSO, respectively [21] .
Cell viability assays
Analysis of cell cycle progression using flow cytometry
To study treatment effects of 1 on cell cycle, MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded at a density of 1 Â 10 6 cells/100 mm culture plates in RPMI-1640 media supplemented with 10% FBS and allowed to adhere overnight. Cells were then washed twice with PBS and starved in serum-free medium containing 0.5% FBS for 48 h to synchronize the cells in G1 phase. Cells were then fed various doses of 1 in serum-free defined media containing 40 ng/mL EGF as the mitogen for 24 h. Cells in different treatment groups were then isolated with trypsin and resuspended in ice cold PBS, fixed with cold (À20°C) 70% ethanol, and stored at 4°C for 2 h. Cells were then rehydrated with ice cold PBS and incubated with DNA staining buffer (sodium citrate 1 mg/ml, Triton-X 100 3 ll/ml, propidium iodide 100 lg/mL, ribonuclease A 20 lg/mL) for 30 min at 4°C in dark. Finally, DNA content was analyzed using a FACS Calibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). For each sample, 10,000 events were recorded, and histograms were generated using CellQuest software (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA).
TUNEL assay
TUNEL analysis was performed on HeLa cells, after treatment with different doses of 1 in triplicates for 48 and 72 h, using an in situ cell death detection kit (Roche #11684795910, Basel, Switzerland) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Apoptotic cells were fixed, permeabilized, and incubated with the TUNEL reaction mixture containing terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) and fluorescein-dUTP. During incubation, TdT catalyzes the attachment of fluorescein-dUTP to the free 3 0 OH ends in the DNA. Finally, the incorporated fluorescein was visualized using a flow cytometer.
Caspase-3 activity assay
The activity of caspase-3 was determined using a caspase-3 assay kit (Roche #12012952001, Basel, Switzerland) according to the manufacturer's protocol. The assay uses a fluorometric immunosorbent enzyme assay (FIENA) principle, which allows specific and quantitative detection of caspase-3 activity in cellular lysates. HeLa cells were plated at a density of 2 Â 10 6 cells/100 mm culture plates and allowed to attach overnight. Cells were then incubated in the respective control or 1-treated medium for 48 and 72 h. Cells in each treatment group were then washed, pelleted, and incubated in lysis buffer to prepare cell lysates. Meanwhile, a microplate was coated with anti-caspase-3 solution and blocked for nonspecific binding with a blocking buffer which was then removed by extensive washing with incubation buffer. To assay the protease activity, 100 lL of each lysate, in triplicates, was transferred into the anti-caspase-3-coated wells and incubated for 1 h at 37°C. The immobilized antibody-caspase-3 complexes were then washed and a freshly prepared caspase substrate solution (Ac-DEVD-AFC) was added and incubated for 3 h at 37°C to allow its proteolytic cleavage into free fluorescent 7-amino-4-trifluoromethylcoumarin (AFC) which was measured fluorometrically at k 400/505 nm.
Detection of apoptosis inducing factor (AIF)
HeLa cells (7 Â 10 6 /100 mm culture plate) were treated with different doses of 1 for 72 h. Cells were then suspended in lysis buffer and homogenized using a Teflon homogenizer. To perform subcellular fractionation, homogenates were centrifuged at 1000g for 10 min at 4°C. The pellet was used to prepare the nuclear fraction. The supernatant was re-centrifuged at 10,000g for 30 min; the resulting pellet represented mitochondrial fraction. Pellets for nuclear and mitochondrial fractions were lysed, sonicated and aliquots in triplicates were used to measure the AIF level by an ELISA kit (Abnova, Taiwan) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The absorbance was read at k 450 nm using a microplate reader (BioTek, VT).
Angiogenesis assay
ECFCs and ADSCs were prepared as previously described [21] . ADSCs were seeded at a density of 5 
Biochemical kinase assays
The Z 0 -LYTE TM Kinase Assay-Tyr4 Peptide kit (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) was used to evaluate the ability of 1 to inhibit the catalytic activity of wild-type EGFR (Product# PV3872) and its four oncogenic variants, L858R (Product# PV4128), L861Q (Product# PV3873), T790M (Product# PV4803), and T790M L858R (Product# PV4879). Briefly, 20 lL/well reactions (6 wells/group) were set up in 96-well plates containing kinase buffer, 200 lM ATP, 4 lM Z-LYTE TM Tyr4 Peptide substrate, 2500 ng mL À1 EGFR kinase, and compound 1 as an inhibitor at indicated doses. After incubation for 1 h at rt, 10 lL development solution containing site-specific protease was added to each well and incubation was resumed for 1 h. The reaction was then stopped, and the fluorescent signal ratio of 445 nm (coumarin)/520 nm (fluorescein) was measured on a plate reader (BioTek FLx800 TM , VT), which reflects the peptide substrate cleavage status and/or the kinase inhibitory activity in the reaction. Inhibition rate (%) was determined using the following equation: % Inhibition = 100 À [(Activity of enzyme with tested c ompound À Min)/(Max À Min)] Â 100 (Max: the enzyme activity measured in the presence of enzyme, substrates, and cofactors; Min: the enzyme activity in the presence of substrates, cofactors and in the absence of enzyme).
The LANTHASCREEN TM EU Kinase Binding Assay (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) was used to assess the ability of 1 to inhibit the catalytic activity of EGFR kinase with deletion mutation d746-750 (Product# PV6178). Briefly, 16 lL/well reactions were set up in a low-volume 384-well plate, including 3.84 lL kinase buffer, 8 lL 2Â EGFR kinase/antibody mixture, 4 lL 4Â Alexa Fluor TM conjugate or Tracer, and 160 nL 100Â compound 1 in 100% DMSO as an inhibitor. After incubation for 1 h at rt, the fluorescent signal ratio of 665 nm (AF647 emission)/615 nm (europium emission) was measured on a plate reader (BioTek FLx800 TM , VT), which reflects the degree of tracer/antibody binding to EGFR and/or the kinase inhibitory activity in the reaction.
Compound 1 was screened at 10 lM against two members of the EGFR family, HER2 (Product# PV3366) and HER4 (Product# PV3626) kinases, using SelectScreen Ò Kinase Profiling Selectivity
Testing Services (Life Sciences, Carlsbad, CA). Percent inhibition for each kinase was determined using a time-resolved fluorescence resonance energy transfer assay. Protocols are available at https:// www.thermofisher.com/us/en/home/products-and-services/services/ custom-services/screening-and-profiling-services/selectscreenprofiling-service/selectscreen-kinase-profiling-service.html.
Western blot analysis
Human breast cancer MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468, and BT-474 cells were treated according to the method previously described [20] . The whole-cell extracts were prepared in RIPA buffer (Qiagen Sciences Inc., CA). Protein concentration was determined using the bicinchoninic acid assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Equivalent amounts of protein were electrophoresed on SDS-polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad Hercules, CA). Gels were then electroblotted onto polyvinylidene fluoride membranes (Bio-Rad Hercules, CA). Membranes were blocked with 2% BSA in 10 mM Tris-HCl (VWR, Suwanee, GA), containing 50 mM NaCl (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and 0.1% Tween 20 (SigmaAldrich, St. Louis, MO), pH 7.4 (TBST) and then, probed with the indicated specific primary antibodies overnight at 4°C.
Membranes were then washed extensively with TBST and incubated with respective horseradish peroxidase-conjugated antirabbit or anti-mouse secondary antibodies in 2% BSA in TBST for 1 h at rt followed by rinsing with TBST for 5 times. Blots were then visualized using an enhanced chemiluminescence according to the manufacturer's instructions (Pierce, Rockford, IL). Images of protein bands from all treatment groups within a given experiment and scanning densitometric analysis were acquired using Kodak Gel Logic 1500 Imaging System (Carestream Health Inc., CT). All experiments were repeated three times and a representative Western blot image from each experiment is shown in Fig. 10 .
Molecular modeling
In silico experiments were carried out using Schrödinger molecular modeling software package (Schrödinger, New York, NY). Two X-ray crystal structures of the EGFR kinase domain (PDB codes: 2ITW and 4WKQ) were retrieved from the Protein Data Bank (www.rcsb.org). The Protein Preparation Wizard was implemented to prepare the kinase domain of EGFR protein. The protein was reprocessed by assigning bond orders, adding hydrogens, and optimizing H-bonding networks using PROPKA (Jensen Research Group, Denmark). Finally, energy minimization with RMSD value of 0.2 Å was applied using optimized potentials for liquid simulation (OPLS) force field (OPLS_2005, Schrödinger, NY). The chemical structure of 1 was sketched on the Maestro 9.3 panel interface (Maestro, version 9.3, 2012, Schrödinger, NY). The Ligprep 2.3 module (Ligprep, version 2.3, 2012, Schrödinger, NY) was implemented to generate the three-dimensional structure and to search for different conformers. The OPLS force field was applied to geometrically optimize the ligand structure and to compute partial atomic charges. Finally, 32 poses per ligand were generated with different steric features for subsequent docking studies. The prepared X-ray crystal structures of EGFR kinase domain were used to generate receptor energy grids applying the default value of the protein atomic scale (1 Å) within a cubic box centered on the co-crystallized ligand of each crystal structure. 1 was then docked using the Glide 5.8 module (Glide, 2012, Schrödinger, NY) in extraprecision (XP) mode.
Statistical analysis
Results are presented as means ± S.D. of three independent experiments. Differences among various treatment groups were determined by ANOVA followed by Dunnett's test using PASW statistics Ò version 18 (Quarry Bay, Hong Kong). A difference of P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant compared to the vehicle-treated control group. IC 50 /EC 50 values were determined applying non-linear regression using GraphPad Prism version 6 (La Jolla, USA).
Results
Chemical diversity of tested pachycladins and their effect on breast cancer cell viability
Five known eunicellin-based diterpenoids (1-5, Fig. 1 ) have been identified and screened for their antiproliferative activity against the human triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) MDA-MB-231 cells in MTT assay. The structures represent diverse eunicellin diterpenes possessing various oxygen functionalities, exemplified by free hydroxy groups and ester moieties at C-3, C-6, C-7, and C-11, with or without exomethylene substitutions at C-7 and C-11. In this assay, at least four different concentrations per compound were tested and used to assess an IC 50 (Table 1 , Figs. 2 and 3A) . The natural olive secoiridoid, oleocanthal, was used as a positive control with known activity [20] . Results showed that pachycladin A (1) inhibited the MDA-MB-231 cell growth in a dose-responsive manner, with an IC 50 value of 1.6 lM. However, pachycladins 2-5 were shown to have no remarkable effect on the growth of MDA-MB-231 cells up to 10 lM, compared to the vehicle-treated group (Table 1) . Chemically, 1 possesses eunicellin skeleton with oxygen functionalities at C-3, C-6, C-7, and C-11 [18] . Two of these oxygenated carbons, C-6 and C-7, bear free hydroxy groups while the remaining carbons, C-3 and C-11, have acetate and butyrate ester moieties, respectively. Replacing the C-7 hydroxy in 1 with an exomethylene functionality in 2-5 caused a drastic reduction in the activity, with IC 50 > 10 lM for all compounds (Table 1) . This suggested the crucial role of the C-7 hydroxy in 1 for maintaining the growth inhibitory activity. Similarly, pachycladin D (4), with an additional exomethylene group at C-11 substituting the butyrate moiety in 1, demonstrated a significant drop in the activity (Table 1 ). In addition, replacing the C-3 acetate in 1 with a hydroxy group in 4 or having an additional C-13 hydroxy substituent in 3 did not show activity improvement (Table 1 ). This clearly implied the significance of the acetate and butyrate moieties at C-3 and C-11, respectively, for optimal antiproliferative activity.
Effect of pachycladin A on the growth of human breast and cervical cancer cells
The remarkable antiproliferative potency of 1 against the MDA-MB-231 cells prompted the investigation of its effect across a panel of human breast and cervical cancer cells. Treatment with 1 significantly inhibited the growth of the human breast cancer cell lines MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468, BT-474, MCF-7, SKBR3, and T-47D in a dose-dependent manner, with IC 50 values ranging from 1.6 to 10.6 lM (Fig. 3A-F Table 2 ). The activity of 1 was several-fold that of oleocanthal in all investigated cancer cell lines, indicating its potential as a novel antiproliferative entity (Fig. 3) .
Cytotoxic activity against the non-tumorigenic MCF10A mammary epithelial cells
To evaluate the relative selectivity of 1 towards malignant cells, the non-tumorigenic MCF10A human mammary epithelial cells were treated with various concentrations of 1 for 24 h. Results demonstrated that 1 was non-toxic to MCF10A cells at concentrations several-fold higher than its corresponding IC 50 values in malignant cell proliferation assays (Fig. 4) . Doxorubicin treatment (10 lM) resulted in 60% reduction of MCF10A cell viability. In contrast, 1 showed no remarkable effect on the viability of MCF10A cells up to 80 lM, while it exhibited IC 50 values of 1.6 and 2.1 lM against the breast cancer cells MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468, respectively (Fig. 4 and Table 2 ). These results suggested the ability of 1 to exhibit preferential growth inhibitory effects towards cancer cells over non-tumorigenic cells.
Screening of pachycladins in Lilly
The cell cycle and antiangiogenic activities of 1, 3, and 5 were screened in the PD 2 initiative offered by Eli Lilly [21] . The first five phenotypic screening modules available via PD 2 are insulin and apolipoprotein E (apoE) secretion assays, Wnt pathway, angiogenesis, and G2M cell cycle assays [21] . Primary screening revealed that tested compounds did not show significant activities in the Wnt, insulin and apoE secretion assays (Table 3) . Interestingly, 1 exhibited a promising activity profile in cell cycle and angiogenesis assays, whereas 3 was only active in the angiogenesis module (Table 3) . A 10 lM treatment concentration of 1 demonstrated 95% and 130% efficacies in cell cycle and angiogenesis assays, respectively. Meanwhile, 3 showed a 75% efficacy in the angiogenesis assay, while lacking promising activity in cell cycle assay (Table 3) . Based on these results, dose-response follow-up studies have been conducted for single-point screen hits 1 and 3 to confirm the activity obtained in these phenotypic screens.
Effect of pachycladin A on cervical cancer cell cycle progression
The effect of 1 on cancer cell cycle progression was evaluated using high-content cellular imaging [21] . This DNA content assay identifies compounds that arrest cell cycle in G2 or M phase. HeLa cells were treated with various doses of 1 for 48 h prior to fixation and staining. Multiplexed cell cycle parameters were then measured (Fig. 5) . Treatment with 1 resulted in a dose-dependent increase in the proportion of HeLa cells in G2/M (4 N), and a subsequent doseresponsive reduction in the proportion of cells in G1 (2 N), with an EC 50 value of 0.93 lM (Fig. 5A, B and Table 4 ). Additionally, treatment with 1 resulted in a significant induction of DNA condensation with an EC 50 of 0.7 lM, consistent with the potent modulation of DNA content in HeLa cells (Fig. 5C and Table 4 ). Further studies were conducted to determine the effects of 1 on the relative intracellular levels of cyclin B and pHH3 as biomarkers for G2 and M phases, respectively [21] . Interestingly, 1 resulted in prominent activation of cyclin B and pHH3 levels, with an EC 50 of 0.83 lM (Fig. 5D and Table 4 ). These data clearly indicated the ability of 1 to arrest cell cycle in the G2/M phase, leading to decreased 2 N and increased 4 N, cyclinB-pHH3, and DNA condensation.
Effect of pachycladin A on breast cancer cell cycle progression
The effects of 1 treatment on breast cancer cell cycle progression were also studied using flow cytometry (Fig. 6) . MDA-MB- 231 cells exposed to various concentrations of 1 demonstrated a dose-dependent increase in the proportion of cells in G1 phase of cell cycle. This increase was nearly 90% with 2 lM pachycladin A-treated cells compared to 50% in the vehicle-treated control group (Fig. 6) . Interestingly, no sub-G1 population of cells was seen in any of the treatment groups (0-2 lM), implying that pachycladin A did not initiate apoptosis in MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells at the used treatment doses.
Pro-apoptotic effects of pachycladin A in cancer cells
The ability of 1 to induce cancer cell apoptosis was assessed using the TUNEL assay to determine whether the antiproliferative effects of 1 represented cell death or growth arrest. HeLa cells were treated with different doses of 1 for 48 or 72 h and cell death was assessed by measuring the degree of TUNEL staining using flow cytometry. After 72 h, cells underwent significant apoptosis as demonstrated by their increased TUNEL staining, with an EC 50 of 5.1 lM (Fig. 7B and Table 4 ). In contrast, HeLa cells contained virtually no apoptotic fraction after 48 h, as evidenced by the lack of TUNEL response up to 20 lM (Fig. 7A and Table 4 ). These results indicated that HeLa cells underwent cytostasis and were less susceptible to apoptosis induction after treatment with 1 for 48 h. Meanwhile, relatively high doses of 1 caused a significant induction of apoptosis only after 72 h culture period.
Molecular mechanism of the pro-apoptotic effects of pachycladin A in cancer cells
The activity of caspase-3 was determined in HeLa cells using an immunosorbent fluorometric enzyme assay, after treatment with various doses of 1 for 48 and 72 h. Treatment with 1 markedly increased the levels of cleaved caspase-3 (activated) in HeLa cells after 72 h, with an EC 50 of 3.1 lM (Fig. 7D and Table 4 ). However, the cleavage of caspase-3 was not detected after 48 h with doses up to 20 lM (Fig. 7C and Table 4 ). In addition, an ELISA assay was performed to ascertain whether 1 stimulates AIF release from the mitochondria after prolonged treatment. HeLa cells were treated for 72 h with different doses of 1 and cells were then homogenized and subcellular fractions were prepared. Results revealed a concentration-dependent increase in AIF mitochondrial release, as represented by an increase in the AIF content in the nuclear fraction along with a concomitant decrement in the mitochondria, with an IC 50 of 2.3 lM, implying that 1 may induce mitochondrial membrane depolarization leading to AIF release (Fig. 7E and Table 4 ).
Antiangiogenic activity of pachycladins in endothelial colonyforming cells (ECFCs)
Based on the promising results in PD 2 angiogenesis module, 1 and 3 were further evaluated for modulation of microvessel density assessed by CD31 immunostaining. In this study, a coculture cord formation system of human ADSCs and ECFCs was treated with VEGF alone or in combination with other proangiogenic factors including FGF and EGF. Co-cultures were then treated with different doses of 1 or 3 for 96 h prior to fixation and staining. Finally, multiplexed parameters of endothelial tube and cell nuclei areas were determined. Quantitative dose-response curves of CD31 tube formation revealed that treatment with 1, and to a less extent 3, potently inhibited angiogenesis with IC 50 values of 0.36 and 6.3 lM, respectively ( Fig. 8A and B) . Interestingly, 1
fully maintained its antiangiogenic efficacy in cultures treated with a combination of pro-angiogenic factors compared to VEGF-treated cells ( Fig. 8A and C) . Meanwhile, 1 did not affect ECFCs nuclei area up to 10 lM (Table 4 ). It was evident that replacing the C-7 hydroxy and C-11 butyrate groups of 1 with exomethylene and acetate functionalities, respectively, in 3 caused a drastic reduction in the antiangiogenic activity by almost 18 folds ( Fig. 8A and B) . This clearly highlighted the crucial role of the C-7 hydroxy and C-11 butyrate groups for optimal activity. Taking into consideration the fact that 5 did not show any activity in the angiogenesis assay even at 10 lM (Table 3) , and by comparing its structure with 3 which showed moderate activity in the same assay, the importance of the C-3 acetate for 1's antiangiogenic activity can be also deduced.
The ratio of dead/live ECFCs was also determined using the MultiTox-Fluor assay, after treatment with 1 for 72 h. This assay allows the simultaneous and ratiometric analysis of intra and extracellular proteolytic activities. Cell-associated protease activity is proportional to the number of live cells, whereas the activity of protease in the media correlates with the number of cells with damaged membranes. The ratio of dead/live cells did not increase in the 1-treated cells up to 40 lM (Table 4) . Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity measurements produced similar results; the percentage of LDH release in the media did not increase after treating ECFCs with 1 (Fig. 8D) .
Antimigratory activity of pachycladin A in endothelial colonyforming cells (ECFCs)
Since endothelial cell migration is an essential component of angiogenesis, 1 was further assessed for its ability to inhibit the migration of ECFCs across a cell exclusion zone in the Oris TM assay [23] . ECFCs were seeded and allowed to spread in presence of stoppers contacting the plate's bottom. Subsequent stoppers removal reveals central cell-free zones into which migration can occur. Different doses of 1 were immediately added after stopper removal and incubated for 24 h. 1 was able to significantly inhibit the cell-free zone closure in a dose-dependent manner, with an IC 50 of 7.5 lM (Fig. 8E and Table 4 ). The Oris TM assay defines a second region seeded with ECFCs within each well and determines changes in cellular area, as a relative measure of compoundmediated toxicity. 1 did not demonstrate any signs of cytotoxicity to ECFCs up to 40 lM, which is many-folds higher than its cell migration IC 50 (Table 4) .
Kinase profiling of pachycladin A
The activity of 1 was evaluated across a structurally diverse cross-section of 24 tyrosine and serine-threonine kinases in Lilly's kinase profiling assays. Some selected kinases are known to be key players in cell cycle regulation such as cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (CDK1), aurora kinases, and PLK1 [24] [25] [26] , whereas other kinases are closely linked to angiogenesis such as VEGFR1, VEGFR2, and FGFR1 [27, 28] . Other kinases induce both tumor cell proliferation and angiogenesis such as EGFR and EPHB4 [29] [30] [31] . Results were expressed as% inhibition at a single 2 lM dose of 1 (Table 5) . Significant inhibition was observed only for EGFR and protein kinase C b 2 (PKCb 2 ), with greatest relative inhibition for EGFR. In contrast, 1 barely inhibited the activity of six other kinases, including VEGFR1, FLT3, p70S6K1, JAK2, aurora kinase A, and TIE2. In addition, 1 was >50-fold selective for EGFR versus the remaining kinases evaluated in the panel.
In an attempt to have a further insight on its selectivity profile, 1 was evaluated against the ErbB family members, HER2 and HER4, which are known to be structurally related and oncogenically relevant to EGFR, through the SelectScreen Ò Profiling Service (Life Sciences, CA). In this assay, EGFR kinase was also tested for activity comparison and the results were expressed as % inhibition at a 10 lM dose of 1 (Table 6 ). Compound 1 showed nearly complete blockade of the EGFR catalytic activity at 10 lM dose with a mean inhibition of 91% (Table 6 ). In contrast to its high potency against EGFR, 1 barely inhibited the catalytic activity of HER2 and HER4 kinases with mean inhibition of 15% and 16%, respectively (Table 6 ).
To further confirm its exquisite selectivity towards EGFR, the HER2-positive BT-474 human breast cancer cells were chosen to evaluate the effect of 1 on HER2 signaling using Western blotting analysis. Cells were treated with various doses of 1 and then, the expression and phosphorylation levels of HER2 proteins were determined in cell lysates (Fig. 9B) . Consistent with kinase profiling results, 1 neither affected the total nor the activated HER2 levels compared to the vehicle-treated BT-474 cells (Fig. 9B) .
Effect of pachycladin A on the catalytic activity of wild-type EGFR and its oncogenic variants in vitro
Compound 1 was subjected for further validation of its promising EGFR inhibitory activity shown through the single point kinase profiling. The ability of 1 to inhibit EGFR phosphorylation was directly tested on the recombinant kinase domain of EGFR (amino acids 668-1210) that was in vitro phosphorylated to reach the maximum level of intrinsic kinase activity. In this assay, the Z 0 -LYTE TM Tyr4 peptide was selected as a substrate; thus, the changes in its phosphorylation can directly reflect the EGFR kinase activity. Meanwhile, staurosporine was used as a standard positive control. Compound 1 demonstrated potent inhibition of the recombinant wild-type EGFR kinase in this cell-free assay, suppressing EGFR phosphorylation in a dose-dependent manner, with an IC 50 value of 0.57 lM (Fig. 9A) .
The promising activity of 1 against wild-type EGFR prompted the investigation of its ability to inhibit EGFR phosphorylation across five EGFR human oncogenic mutant variants, including two activation loop mutants L858R and L861Q, as well as T790M mutant in the hinge region, the double-mutant T790M L858F, and the in-frame deletion of d746-750, which is in the region connecting the P-loop and C helix. Interestingly, 1 maintained its activity against L858R, L861Q, and the gefitinib-resistant T790M mutants, compared with wild-type EGFR at the same 10 lM screening dose (Table 6 ). In contrast, a marked shift in the potency of 1 was observed against the double-mutant variant T790M L858F and the deletion mutation d746-750 compared with wild-type receptor (Table 6 ).
Effect of pachycladin A on EGFR signaling
In this study, MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468 human breast cancer cells were chosen to evaluate the effect of 1 on EGFR signaling using Western blot analysis. Cells were treated with various doses of 1 and then, the expression and phosphorylation levels of EGFR and its downstream signaling proteins, including protein kinase B (Akt), ERK/mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), focal adhesion kinase (FAK), and Brk, were determined in cell lysates (Fig. 10) . Consistent with its biochemical activity, 1 demonstrated a striking dose-dependent inhibition of EFGR phosphorylation in MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468 cells, compared to the vehicletreated control group (Figs. 9B and 10A) . Meanwhile, 1 did not affect the total EGFR levels at the same treatment doses (Figs. 9B and 10A) . Furthermore, treatment with 1 caused a dosedependent inhibition of Akt and ERK/MAPK phosphorylation, compared to the vehicle-treated control group in MDA-MB-231 cells (Fig. 10B and C) . Meanwhile, 1 did not affect the total levels of Akt and MAPK at the same treatment doses (Fig. 10B and C) . Consistent with EGFR phosphorylation inhibition, 1 showed a 
Table 5
Initial kinase selectivity profiling of pachycladin A.
Kinase
Mean inhibition at 2 lM (%) dose-dependent suppression of FAK and Brk phosphorylation, as compared to the vehicle-treated control group, without any effect on their total levels ( Fig. 10D and E) . To assess its off-target effects, 1 has been also tested for its ability to inhibit the mesenchymalepithelial transition factor (c-Met) RTK signaling in the MDA-MB-231 TNBC model. 1 resulted in a slight or no effect on total and activated c-Met levels compared to the vehicle-treated cells (Fig. 10F) . Collectively, these data suggested that 1 is a robust inhibitor of the EGFR signaling axis and its important downstream pathways in TNBC cells.
3.14. Molecular modeling 3.14.1. Binding mode analysis of pachycladin A In order to elucidate the binding mode of 1 at the ATP binding pocket of EGFR kinase, a detailed docking study was performed. To minimize false positive results due to crystal structure conformational variations, two highly resolved EGFR crystal structures (PDB codes: 2ITW and 4WKQ) were used to investigate the possible binding modes of 1 within the catalytic domain of unphosphorylated EGFR by means of the Schrödinger software (Fig. 11) . The visualization of the docked pose of 1 confirmed its perfect shape fitting at the ATP binding pocket of EGFR kinase (Fig. 11A and B,  right panel) . The oxabicycloundecane ring system of 1 was oriented in the back of the ATP-binding pocket, occupying the same region as the ATP purine ring, and its C-7 hydroxy participated in a critical hydrogen bond (HB) with Met793 or Pro794 of the EGFR crystal structures 4WKQ or 2ITW, respectively (Fig. 11A and B , left and middle panels). Both Met793 and Pro794 lie in the hinge of the kinase, which connects the N and C lobes [32] . Alternatively, pachycladins 2-5, which lack the C-7 hydroxy due to exomethylene substitution, failed to satisfy such critical HB within the hinge and subsequently showed poor activity in the MTT assay (Table 1) . Furthermore, the C-11 butyrate of 1 was uniquely engaged in a strong HB via its carbonyl with the backbone amide of Met793 in crystal structure 2ITW (Fig. 11A, left and middle panels) . Additionally, the same butyrate extended into a hydrophobic pocket defined by the side chains of Val726, Ala743, Lys745, Gln791, and Leu792 in the back of the ATP-binding cleft (Fig. 11A, middle  panel) . Despite the fact that this butyrate group lacked HB interactions in crystal structure 4WKQ, it was able to access the deep end of the ATP-binding pocket, exerting favorable van der Waal interactions with the gatekeepers Ala743, Ile744, Lys745, Met766, Leu788, and Thr790, thus hindering these residues from participating in catalysis (Fig. 11B, left and middle panels) . This might explain the significant impact of the C-11 butyrate on increasing the activity level of 1 in cell proliferation and angiogenesis assays. The hydrophobic interactions exerted by this butyrate appeared to impart a substantial portion of binding affinity since pachycladins 3-5, with either C-11 acetate or exomethylene functionalities, had significantly lower or even diminished activities in cell-based assays. The lower binding affinity of 3 and 5 relative to 1 could be partially because their C-11 acetate is not sufficiently long enough for optimal fitting into the hydrophobic pocket. Finally, the C-3 acetate group in 1 extends towards the solvent near Asp800 at the edge of the active site and it is involved in a HB with Cys797 of the extended hinge region in both 2ITW and 4WKQ (Fig. 11A and B, left and middle panels) . Interestingly, the C-7 methyl group of 1 is buried in the binding pocket and exerting hydrophobic interactions with the side chains of Phe795, Leu718, and Leu844 at an EGFR hydrophobic subpocket (Fig. 11A and B,  middle panel) . This observation may provide another possible explanation for the poor activity of 2-5, since these compounds lack the C-7 methyl, and thus failed to exert such important interactions within the EGFR hydrophobic subpocket. However, the kinase inhibitory activity of 1 is still in the high nanomolar level, perhaps because the C-7 methyl is not sufficiently large enough to fill the hydrophobic subpocket or lack the aromaticity to engage in p-electron interactions with the aromatic residues comprising the pocket (Fig. 11C and D, middle panel) . Although the unique oxabicycloundecane ring did not show direct binding with the receptor, it ultimately played a crucial role in properly aligning the binding pharmacophores of 1 at the EGFR kinase.
Binding mode comparison of pachycladin A with other EGFR inhibitors
To validate the docking results, AFN941 and gefitinib, the original co-crystallized ligands for 2ITW and 4WKQ respectively, were docked into their ATP binding pockets using the same parameters which have been applied for docking 1 (Fig. 11C and D, right panel) . The bound conformation of each ligand was generated with RMSD value of 0.2 Å, validating the docking protocols. In crystal structure 2ITW, 1 partially overlaid AFN941 demonstrating the same critical interaction with Met793 in the hinge (Fig. 11C, right panel) . The oxabicycloundecane ring of 1 is partially aligned across one axis of the nearly planar structure of AFN941, with its C-11 butyrate mimicking the binding role of the lactam ring of AFN941 in the back of the pocket, where both the amide carbonyl of AFN941 and the butyrate carbonyl of 1 engage in a HB with the backbone amide of Met793 (Fig. 11C, right panel) . Despite the fact that the indoline ring of AFN941 adopted an extended conformation and did not overlap with 1, it was solvent exposed and therefore, should not have a significant impact on EGFR inhibition (Fig. 11C,  right panel) . The hexahydroindole ring of AFN941 did not provide the same structural extension as that offered by the ring system of 1 with its connected C-3 acetate and C-7 hydroxy groups and thus, AFN941 missed two important interactions offered by 1 in the extended hinge region of the EGFR kinase (Fig. 11C, right panel) .
The space occupied by 1 in crystal structure 4WKQ was very similar to that exploited by gefitinib, where the oxabicycloundecane ring partially superimposed with the quinazoline core, and the butyrate perfectly overlaid with the aniline ring of gefitinib in the hydrophobic pocket at the back of the ATP-binding cleft (Fig. 11D, right panel) . The C-3 acetate in 1 extended into the solvent and partially overlapped with the propylmorpholino group of gefitinib (Fig. 11D, right panel) . This was consistent with the gefitinib structure activity relationship (SAR) data, as this substituent was added to improve its pharmacokinetic properties [33] . In contrast, the C-3 acetate of 1 positively contributed to the EGFR binding affinity via a HB with Cys797 in the extended hinge region (Fig. 11D, right panel) .
Discussion
Marine natural products are deemed a rich resource of unique chemical entities exhibiting anticancer properties [8] . In this study, the initial screening of five known pachycladin diterpenoids against the human breast cancer MDA-MB-231 cells revealed a spectrum of variable activity, with 1 being the most effective inhibitor of cancer cells' growth. The results suggested the significance of 1's acetate, hydroxy, and butyrate groups at C-3, C-7, and C-11, respectively, for optimal activity. Pachycladin A was selected for further examination in a panel of human breast and cervical cancer cell lines. The results provided compelling evidence that 1 has the potential to exert prominent antiproliferative effects across a broad spectrum of aggressive cancer phenotypes with different molecular characteristics. Generally, the TNBC MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468 in addition to the cervical cancer HeLa cells were the most sensitive to 1 treatment. TNBC lacked the expression of estrogen, progesterone, and HER-2 receptors [34] . It represents 17% of all breast cancers, with aggressive clinical behavior and poor prognosis. Chemotherapy stands as the main available treatment option for TNBC patients [34] . Current chemotherapeutic treatments are not completely selective for carcinogenic cells and often induce significant cytotoxic effects on normal tissues, affecting the quality of life of cancer patients. Thus, there is an urgent need to discover new treatments with relatively high selectivity index for this aggressive subtype, which lack targeted therapy. It is interesting to note that the activity of 1 towards cancer cells was coupled with absence of cytotoxicity to the non-tumorigenic mammary epithelial cells at similar or even higher treatment doses (Fig. 4) . In the highly metastatic MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells, pachycladin A treatment was also associated with the induction of G1 cell cycle arrest. The promising in vitro profile and excellent selectivity index of 1 towards cancerous cells suggested its potential as a new and selective antiproliferative entity. It is worth noting that this is the first report for the antiproliferative activity of 1 against any type of cancer.
To further characterize the antiproliferative effects of 1, the cell cycle arrest position was also defined in HeLa cervical cancer cells using the G2/M marker cyclin B, the mitotic marker pHH3, and TUNEL staining. PHH3 is a marker for chromosomal condensation promoting the recruitment of condensin, while cyclin B activates CDK1 and allows progression through G2 into mitosis [35] . TUNEL staining identifies apoptotic cells with DNA strand breaks in situ using TdT to add fluorescein-dUTP to cleaved ends of DNA and detect the directly incorporated nucleotides with a fluorescence microscope or flow cytometer [36] . After treatment with 1, HeLa cells were unable to progress through mitosis and have been arrested in G2, expressing high levels of cyclin B and pHH3. The ability of 1 to modulate DNA content and DNA condensation with high and equal potency suggested that the antiproliferative activity of 1 in cervical cancer cells is mediated through cytostatic mechanisms rather than inducing apoptosis, which was further evidenced by lack of TUNEL response at the in vitro tested doses. Thus, pachycladin A treatment is associated with cytostatic activity and either G1 or G2/M cell cycle arrest, according to the cancer type, the findings that contribute to the growth inhibitory activity of this compound in breast and cervical cancer cells. It is well established that blockade of cell cycle progression can initiate programmed cell death in different cancer types. Results of the present study showed that the cell cycle arrest found upon 1 treatment likely led to cancer cell apoptosis only after prolonged treatment periods (72 h). To unravel the molecular mechanism underlying the apoptotic effects of 1, the activity of caspase-3 and AIF mitochondrial release were assessed. Caspase-3 functions as an executioner caspase, cleaving various substrates that cause the morphological and biochemical changes seen in apoptotic cells [23] . On the other hand, AIF is a caspase-independent proapoptotic protein released from the mitochondria after the cell has committed to die [36] . AIF then translocates to the nucleus, where it induces DNA fragmentation, chromatin condensation, and nuclear shrinkage [37] . The remarkable increase in the levels of cleaved caspase-3 and AIF mitochondrial release in HeLa cells after treatment with 1 for 72 h, without any significant change in their levels after 48 h, corroborated the TUNEL assay results and suggested that cancer cell sensitivity partially links to the ability of 1 to induce cell death after prolonged treatment periods via both the caspase-dependent and -independent (AIF-mediated) apoptotic pathways. Importantly, these findings distinguish 1 from the potent cytotoxic microtubule disruptor natural products, sarcodictyins and eleutherobin, and clearly imply that 1 is a potential antiproliferative entity which doesn't work via tubulin polymeriza tion-depolymerization stabilization mechanism.
In addition to its promising antiproliferative effects, the results of this study revealed the potent antiangiogenic potential of 1 via inhibiting endothelial tube formation and migration in a coculture of human ADSCs and ECFCs. The implemented co-culture model has been chosen for three reasons; firstly, ECFCs tend to form tube-like structures that express CD31 when co-cultured on an ADSC feeder layer; secondly, the model allows the simultaneous measurement of total tube area, as the most sensitive measure of endothelial tube formation, and cell nuclei area which provides an important measure of relative cytotoxicity to readily differentiate active hits from false-positives in the angiogenesis assay [21] ; thirdly, it may better mimic the interplay of signaling pathways that occur during neovascularization and provides the opportunity to identify compounds that inhibit angiogenesis by novel mechanisms distinct from current VEGF pathway-directed agents [21] . In addition to the dominant proangiogenic factor VEGF, growth factors such as FGF, EGF, and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) have been included in this assay because of their potential to modulate angiogenesis and confer resistance to the already existing VEGF inhibitors [38] . The potential of 1 to maintain its antiangiogenic activity in cultures treated with a pro-angiogenic factors cocktail and/or VEGF, without exhibiting cytotoxicity to ECFCs at concentrations many folds higher than its angiogenesis IC 50 , clearly implied its true and unique antiangiogenic profile. MultiToxFluor and LDH cytotoxicity assays confirmed the lack of any undesirable cytotoxic mechanisms towards ECFCs and emphasized the potential of 1 as a true antiangiogenic hit which can control aggressive cancer phenotypes. Meanwhile, the antiangiogenic SAR observed for 1, 3, and 5 was parallel to their antiproliferative activities in MTT assay, suggesting a common molecular mechanism for these anticancer effects.
The second part of the study attempted to unravel the molecular signaling pathway underlying the remarkable antiproliferative and antiangiogenic activities of 1. Two different kinase profiling platforms revealed the exquisite inhibitory activity of 1 towards EGFR RTK at pharmacologically relevant concentrations (Tables 5  and 6 ). Consistently, a follow-up dose-response quantitative study demonstrated the nanomolar efficacy of 1 in inhibiting the wildtype EGFR catalytic activity (Fig. 9A ). An interesting feature of 1 is its high degree of selectivity towards EGFR when profiled against the highly homologous HER2 and HER4 kinases (6-fold selectivity difference versus EGFR, Table 6 ), which was further corroborated by Western blotting analysis, where 1 did not show any significant effect on HER2 signaling in the HER2-driven BT-474 breast cancer cells (Fig. 9B) . Importantly, 1 did not show any appreciable inhibition towards VEGFRs 1 and 2, supporting the hypothesis that the antiangiogenic activity of 1 is taking place via novel mechanism of action. On the molecular level, the growth inhibitory effect of 1 in TNBC MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468 cells was associated with suppression of EGFR phosphorylation and subsequent inhibition of downstream EGFR effectors in MDA-MB-231 cultures (Figs. 9B and 10 ). These include: Akt and MAPK signaling pathways which are involved in mediating cell growth and proliferation, respectively [39, 40] ; FAK, along with other ErbB signaling molecules, which participate in angiogenesis, cell motility, adhesion, and organogenesis [40] . Results of this study also showed the ability of 1 to inhibit Brk tyrosine kinase phosphorylation in a dose-dependent manner. Despite the fact that Brk is an important downstream molecule for some RTKs that are commonly dysregulated in breast cancer such as c-Met [41] , it is not yet considered as a ''classic" substrate of EGFR kinase activity. However, inhibition of Brk phosphorylation can be considered as a very desirable feature for an EGFR small-molecule inhibitor such as 1 for three reasons; firstly, due to a novel regulatory mechanism of EGFR signaling shown by Li et al. where Brk sustained ligand-activated EGFR signaling through inhibiting EGFR degradation and transactivating EGFR, which may contribute to the limited efficacy of EGFR targeted therapy in breast cancer clinical trials [42] . Secondly, Brk is activated by EGF stimulation of cells, and experimental elevation of Brk sensitized immortalized non-cancerous human mammary epithelial cells to EGF-induced mitogenic effects and protected cells from anoikis [43, 44] . Brk can also interact with EGFR downstream substrates, such as Akt and paxillin in breast cancer cells, promoting mammary cancer cell growth and motility [45, 46] . Therefore, inhibiting Brk phosphorylation by pachycladin A can be considered as an advantageous off-target effect as a smallmolecule EGFR kinase inhibitor specifically in breast cancer therapy due to the direct and diverse interactions between EGFR and Brk. Given the critical role of c-Met RTK in controlling breast cancer cell proliferation, the possibility that the antiproliferative effects of 1 might be associated with the suppression of c-Met signaling was eliminated, implying a degree of specificity towards EGFR (Fig. 10F) . Taken together, the antiproliferative and antiangiogenic activities of 1 in cancer cells were associated with the inhibition of EGFR phosphorylation and its downstream signaling pathways mediating proliferation, angiogenesis, and motility. Though EGFR overexpression is observed in all breast cancer subtypes, solid clinical evidence showed that it is more frequently overexpressed (50% of cases) in the highly aggressive TNBC leading to reduced survival and poor clinical outcomes [47] . In addition, it has been recently found that EGFR expression in breast cancer inversely correlated with hormonal receptor expression, particularly estrogen receptor [48] . This suggests that TNBC which lacks estrogen and progesterone receptors will demonstrate higher levels of EGFR expression and dependency compared to non-TNBCs. The MTT results revealed that the TNBC cells, with higher levels of EGFR expression and dependency, were the most sensitive to treatment with 1 supporting the hypothesis that EGFR inhibition can be one of the possible mechanisms for its anticancer effects. Further, a recent study has shown that targeting EGFR enhances the chemosensitivity of TNBC cells by rewiring their apoptotic signaling networks [49] . Thus, small-molecule EGFR inhibitors, such as 1, might have a potential therapeutic role, as chemosensitizers or anticancer agents, in TNBC.
Consistent with biochemical data and Western blot results, 1 showed complete fitting when docked at the EGFR kinase domain (Fig. 11) . Interestingly, the C-3 acetate, C-7 hydroxy, and C-11 butyrate of 1 were virtually proved to be the main anchoring groups at the kinase domain, justifying EGFR kinase inhibition and well-matching the SAR results of 1 in cell-based assays (Fig. 11) . Structural overlay docking studies suggested that the presence of the 1's butyrate group in a hydrophobic pocket at the back of the ATP-binding cleft is not sufficient for optimal EGFR inhibition ( Fig. 11C and D, left panel) , and that increasing the bulkiness at this site by replacing the butyrate with a substituted aromatic ring, mimicking the structure of gefitinib, would probably enhance the EGFR binding affinity and subsequent cellular potency (Fig. 11D, right panel) . Another possible direction for future optimization of 1 as a novel EGFR inhibitor can be implemented through the replacement of the C-7 methyl group either with bulkier aliphatic or aromatic functionalities to efficiently fill the EGFR hydrophobic subpocket, where the C-7 methyl resides, and engage in favorable interactions with the residues present in this pocket ( Fig. 11C and D, middle panel) . Together, docking and overlay studies were able to explain the established SAR of 1 in angiogenesis and proliferation assays, being a result of EGFR kinase inhibition, and characterized the key pharmacophores likely to impart higher binding affinity towards EGFR that would be of great importance in guiding the future optimization of 1 as a potential EGFR inhibitor.
Emergence of resistant mutations in the EGFR kinase domain represents a serious challenge to the NSCLC targeted chemotherapy. It is now established that the efficacy of gefitinib and erlotinib is of limited duration due to the development of acquired drug resistance conferred by a secondary mutation of the gatekeeper residue T790M in the kinase domain [50, 51] . This mutation maintains the catalytic activity of the enzyme but substantially suppresses the inhibitory effects of gefitinib and erlotinib through changing the topology of the ATP-binding pocket [50, 51] . In contrast, L858R, L861Q, and d746-750 EGFR mutations resulted in enhanced kinase catalysis and improved sensitivity to gefitinib at the target protein level [52] . However, T790M mutation can also confer resistance to any of these gefitinib-sensitive EGFR mutants when double mutation takes place [50] . Addressing this unmet medical need requires the discovery of novel entities capable of targeting T790M as a common EGFR TKIs-resistant mutation. In addition to the potent activity against the wild-type EGFR, 1 significantly inhibited its T790M point mutation, along with L858R and L861Q, in a panel of EGFR mutant kinases screened in this report, which could prove to be a very desirable feature in new smallmolecule EGFR inhibitors ( Table 6 ). The predominant strategy to overcome T790M-mediated resistance has been the use of irreversible inhibitors, which usually incorporate a Michael acceptor group that forms a key covalent bond with Cys797 within the EGFR kinase domain, conferring both potency and kinase selectivity [53, 54] . Due to their reactive functional groups, the clinical efficacy of irreversible EGFR inhibitors was limited by the associated offtarget skin rash and gastrointestinal toxicity, suggesting the dire need for drugs that don't act via covalent adducts formation with Cys797 for neither potency nor selectivity [55, 56] . Interestingly, the docking and overlay studies presented herein suggested the ability of the 1's terminal C-3 acetate to non-covalently bind with Cys797, unlike the propylmorpholino group of gefitinib which missed this interaction, justifying 1's EGFR inhibitory potency against the gefitinib-resistant T790M mutant in kinase assays (Fig. 11D, right panel) . It is worth noting that 1 was able to exert the same interaction with Cy797 in the EGFR crystal structure 2ITW while the crystal structure AFN941 lacked it, adding further justification for the results of kinase assays (Fig. 11C, right panel) . Meanwhile, the mutations L858R and L861Q lie in the EGFR kinase domain about 12 Å away from 1. This may explain the negligible effect of these mutations on 1's EGFR inhibitory activity in kinase assays. Although non-covalent inhibition of T790M mutant sounds like attractive strategy for overcoming the acquired drug resistance while lacking the confounding off-target toxicity due to irreversible EGFR inhibition, brigatinib has been the only known non-covalent EGFR T790M inhibitor [57] . Unfortunately, brigatinib is a dual anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK)/EGFR inhibitor and the primary focus of its clinical applications appears to be in ALK-driven lung cancers [57] . These data render 1 as one of the novel reversible EGFR T790M mutant inhibitors known to date, with possible therapeutic potential to prevent relapse and recurrences in EGFR-dependent malignancy patients after the successful completion of gefitinib or erlotinib regimen.
Overall, this study comprehensively characterized the anticancer properties of 1 in different cancer models with novel pharmacophoric features. Results indicated that the anticancer activity of 1 is mediated by direct effects on tumor growth and antiangiogenic mechanisms, selectively via deactivating EGFR signaling.
